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ABSTRACT We propose a multi-modal perceptual system that is inspired by the inner working of the
human brain; in particular, the hierarchical structure of the sensory cortex and the spatial-temporal binding
criteria. The system is context independent and can be applied to many on-going problems in social robotics,
including but not limited to person recognition, emotion recognition, and multi-modal robot doctor to name
a few. The system encapsulates the parallel distributed processing of real-world stimuli through different
sensor modalities and encoding them into features vectors which in turn are processed via a number of
dedicated processing units (DPUs) through hierarchical paths. DPUs are algorithmic realizations of the cell
assemblies in neuroscience. A plausible and realistic perceptual system is presented via the integration
of the outputs from these units by spiking neural networks. We will also discuss other components of
the system including top–down influences and the integration of information through temporal binding
with fading memory and suggest two alternatives to realize these criteria. Finally, we will demonstrate the
implementation of this architecture on a hardware platform as a social robot and report experimental studies
on the system.
INDEX TERMS Human-robot interaction, machine perception, multi-modal systems, social robots, spiking
neural networks, top-down influences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the species, humans have this remarkable capac-
ity to make sound and relatively quick decisions in diverse
situations based on incomplete and at times vague infor-
mation. Understanding the complicated dynamics of human
decision making process has been linked to an underly-
ing sophisticated perceptual system. The new findings in
neuroscience and psychology have led scientists to form
hypotheses and to conjecture models of the human perceptual
process. Social robotics research as a fundamentally inter-
disciplinary endeavor, can significantly benefit from these
discoveries. Social robotics researchers are inspired by such
models and whereas they are aware that they cannot duplicate
the entire process, they attempt to emulate such biological
models closely and formulate computationally viable repli-
cas through a reverse engineering process. As social robots
are expected to function predominantly in human environ-
ments and social settings; it is most likely and desirable
that these systems are patterned after humans and respond
appropriately to emotional and social cues in social settings.
The seamless integration of social robots into human social
settings and their ultimate acceptance by humans will largely
depend on how natural (in the human sense) such robots
behave. Research by Niculescu et al., in the context of
human-robot interaction, suggests that people consider the
level of closeness to human-like response from a social robot
as a highly favorable attribute. The authors argued that in
their interactions with a social robot, humans regard fast
reaction time (within the range of their own) more important
than the accuracy and the correctness of the response itself
[1]. In related studies [2], [3], the importance of reading
and expressing social cues, and real-time response at human
interaction rate are noted to be important considerations that
must be addressed by social robotic systems. These machines
must be capable of sensing, perceiving, and interpreting the
real-world environment similar or as close as possible to that
of humans. Therefore, mimicking the way humans process
stimuli, and synthesizing similar interpretations of those stim-
uli as of humans should be among the salient features of social
robots.
As social robots are employed to assist [4], collaborate [5],
provide physical, mental, and/or social support to humans [6],
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the need for close spatial and temporal association between
the two in all aspects of their interactions is also important
and is referred to as proximate interaction [7]. Similarly, the
mixed-initiative interaction which takes the form of dialogue
interaction is highlighted and regarded as relevant research
in the area of social robotics. In this category of human-robot
interaction, the role of the robot is shifted from being an oper-
ator of something to imitate and/or act, collaborate, or assist
humans. Thus, an essential element that leverages the per-
formance of the social robots in achieving mixed-initiative
interaction is the availability of an effective perceptual system
capable of perceiving the state of the real-world environment
and having a capacity to grasp the social and emotional
cues (i.e. providing social situation assessment) in a rather
natural (in the human sense) and fast -close to average human
reaction time.
Within the above context and along with many researchers,
we advocate that not only social robots are desired to be
equipped with an analogous sensory system as humans; they
also ought to mimic a closely related architecture to human’s
perception process [8], [9]. In this manuscript, the authors
propose and evaluate a context-independent robotic percep-
tual architecture on the premise of multi-modal stimuli. The
design is essentially a simplified algorithmic interpretation of
the human perceptual process.
The motivation of this study is to address the less
researched problem of machine perception which is a central
pursuit in artificial intelligence. The terms machine learning
and machine perception are used interchangeably in litera-
ture. However, there are subtle differences between the two.
The former addresses general learning form signals whereas
the latter is concerned with perception and understanding
of the machine from the world around it. This process is
essentially an analogous process to the human perception.
Inspired by the current understanding of the architecture of
human perception, we propose a machine perception system
that is multi-modal, and follows a close hierarchy as the
biological counterpart. We borrow the notions of binding
criteria [10], fading memory [11], top-down influences [12],
cell assemblies [13], and convergence zone [14] from neuro-
science and experimental psychology and suggest respective
computational synthesis.
Perusing the literature in social robotics; one may note
that they are mostly concerned with affective computing [9].
In a parallel note, reported studies in machine perception
deal with unimodal sensory systems [8]. The rationale for
this paper is to bridge the gap and design a perceptual sys-
tem for social robots. The distinctive characteristics of the
proposed architecture are: (a) it is inspired by the human
sensory cortex and has a broad one-to-one analogy with its
architecture, (b) the system responds within the range of
the human reaction time, (c) it is multi-modal yet it does
not require concurrent presence of all modalities in order to
complete a perceptual task, (d) it is generally context indepen-
dent implying that it can be configured to address different
perceptual problems such as person recognition, object, and
emotion recognition (affective computing), etc. A customized
version of the basic architecture of the perceptual system was
configured for the person recognition problem and its perfor-
mance was studied via simulation studies [15]. In this paper,
we present a thorough exposition of the whole system as well
as its components and suggest two alternative temporal-based
integration methods and demonstrate the effect of incorporat-
ing top-down influences on the performance of the system in
real-time implementation. We also report the design of an in-
house multi-modal social robot to test and demonstrate the
properties of the perceptual system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We will
review the relevant literature in section II. In section III,
we will then present an overview of the system, its rela-
tion to the primate sensory cortex and human percep-
tion process. We will also examine all the subsystems in
details and integrate them into an elegant perceptual system.
In section IV, the realization and evaluation of the system
in real-world application is presented. Finally, the paper is
concluded in sectionVwith concluding remarks and potential
refinements.
II. RELATED STUDIES
Perusal through the relevant and vast literature, it is interest-
ing to note that most available methodologies do not take into
consideration the fact that humans interact among themselves
and with the environment through an efficient processing
of available information from multisensory modalities and
the integration of this information over a finite and short
time [16]. For example, in the person recognition prob-
lem, humans use various modalities and different aspects
of measures to facilitate their perception and response to
stimuli within 150 to 200ms. [17]. Face recognition, person
identification, and re-identification, and gesture recognition
are generally classified as the most challenging tasks by a
machine yet essential for human-robot interaction. However,
to humans, these and similar tasks appear mundane, effort-
less, and fast. This motivates and inspires researchers to
develop brain-inspired systems to achieve improved per-
formance in similar perceptual tasks. Among such studies
are convolutional deep neural networks, Hierarchical
Max-pooling model (HMAX), and Stable Model. Convolu-
tional deep neural networks have demonstrated impressive
results for object recognition using the ImageNet Large Scale
Recognition Challenge dataset [18]. HMAX model [19],
which is an invariant object recognition system and inspired
from primate visual cortex, shows relatively high perfor-
mance on invariant single object recognition, multi-class
categorization, and complex scene understanding tasks.
Stable Model was proposed by Rajaei et al. [20] and can
be considered as an extension of HMAX model. It uses the
adaptive resonance theory (ART) mechanism for extracting
intermediate visual descriptors that makes the model sta-
ble against forgetting previously learned patterns. It shares
C2-like features with HMAXmodel, but in the training phase
only highest active C2 units are selected as prototypes for the
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input image by mean of feedback projection. The aforemen-
tioned systems borrow their hierarchical architecture from
primate visual cortex. It is worthwhile noting that these and
many other reported architectures fall within the so-called
monomodality systems; i.e. primarily visionmodality. Visual
perception is considered a crucial element in human percep-
tual system and plays a vital role in achieving many tasks
such as person recognition, facial expression recognition, and
object recognition to name a few [21]–[23]. However, other
sensor modalities may provide complementary information
or essential information (as in case of absence of visual
modality) that enhance the outcome of the perception process.
Significant research effort has been devoted to under-
stand processing of multisensory information in the sensory
cortex. Neuroscientists, psychologists, and psychophysicists
suggest models to explain how humans perceive the envi-
ronment by integration of information from different sensory
modalities. The notion of ‘‘convergence-zone’’ proposed by
Damasio [14] is one such plausible model that attempts
to explain the mechanism of multi-modal human percep-
tion process. In this model, the convergence-zone ensembles
which are presumed to be located in the higher-order integra-
tive cortical areas play a major role in integrating multiple
aspects of external reality, perceiving, and recalling experi-
ences. Damasio contends that the human perceptual process
encodes all the attributes that belong to a certain object and
available to sensor modalities as a set of feature vectors.
These features vectors are then fed to various dedicated neural
circuits for further processing. Then, the synergistic integra-
tion of the outputs of these dedicated neural networks at dif-
ferent levels using different binding criteria produces the final
output of the perception process. The areas where the binding
process is performed are referred to as ‘‘convergence-zone’’
ensembles. The central observation of Damasio’s model is
that the real-world entities are perceived by a synergistic
process that uses information extracted from various sensor
modalities and integrate this information through a hierarchi-
cal structure with feedback projection. Each sensorymodality
provides one or more of the entity’s features and the hier-
archical integration of this sensory information over time
is the key factor that makes humans superior in perceiving
and distinguishing real-world objects in diverse settings and
scenarios. The question raised by this model is how the
convergence-zone ensembles bind the outputs of these neural
networks to create a perception or experience about a certain
object or event respectively.
The feature integration theory (FIT) that was proposed
by Terisman and Gelade suggests a solution for the binding
problem [24]. FIT provides a mechanism for binding by loca-
tion and shared features. In this theory, the spatial attention
window provides access to the features in the associated loca-
tions in various feature maps and facilitates the integration of
information from these locations to a single object file for
further analysis and identification. One of the key principles
of FIT is that various features of an object are ‘‘registered
early, automatically, and in parallel across the visual field’’
whereas the object as a whole is identified separately and at
later stage in the perception process [24]. One could argue
that fast perception of humans in the presence of so many
distracting stimuli is a process of selective attention that is
explained by FIT.
Another prominent solution of binding problem was
formulated by Milner, Grossberg, and von der Malsburg
in [25]–[27] respectively. However, Gray and Singer were the
first who experimentally demonstrated the role of synchrony
in the binding process [28]. They coined the term ‘‘Binding-
by-synchrony’’ and suggested that binding problem could
be solved by temporal synchrony of population of neurons.
The neurons that encode the same object are distinguished
from other neurons by synchronous firing. In other words,
the matching frequency firing of population of neurons indi-
cates that these neurons encode the same object, while other
frequency firing highlights other objects.
In contrast to classical theories of sensory processing that
view brain as a stimulus-driven mechanism, the current find-
ings consider the human perception process as an active as
well as a proactive process [29], [30]. Within this framework,
the processing of stimuli is controlled by the top-down influ-
ences that shape the outcome of the sensory processing by
creating predication about the forthcoming sensory events
and providing shortlisted candidates that might fit the pattern
represented by the attended stimulus. The effect of the top-
down influences is to alter or multiplex the function of neu-
rons at the receptive field system according to the object or the
task that is attended to [12]. In other words, the expectations,
which are given as pre-knowledge or induced by the outcome
of processing the feature vectors in the fastest processing
routes, generate top-down influences by instructing the recep-
tive field system to process only a set of appropriate feature
vectors.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE MULTI-MODAL
PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM
In this section, we present a thorough exposition to the
proposed architecture and explain in details the key sub-
systems and the interrelationship among them and discuss
the contribution of each module in the multi-modal per-
ception process. In order to show the similarities with the
biological system, the presentation in this section switches
between the biological system and how it is ‘‘replicated’’
in this architecture. The system is essentially built around
the current understanding of the architecture of the sensory
cortex as shown in the left hand side of Fig. 1 (hereafter
referred to Fig. 1−L). As shown, an attended stimulus is
mapped by independent unimodal sensory processing routes
(i.e., V1 and V2 in visual, A1 and A2 in auditory, and S1 and
S2 in somatosensory) to a set of feature vectors that represent
the stimulus’s attributes. The sensory information undergoes
modality-specific processing before it converges to form a
perception about the stimulus [31], [32]. Recent research
studies in neuroscience and psychophysics suggest that cross-
modal interactions may happen early in perception process
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FIGURE 1. An overview of biological perception system (left hand side) and a possible realization (right-hand side).
to provide new and essential information, that is unobtain-
able by unimodal sensory input in isolation [33], [34]. Each
stimulus’s attribute is mapped by population of neurons (cell
assemblies) that have similar receptive field properties and
each cell assembly maps one feature for an attended stimulus.
Each sensor modality has its own receptive field system and
generates neural responses representing its domain-specific
characteristics. These neural responses are further processed
by population of unimodal cortical neurons that respond
selectively to various attributes within same sensor modality.
In an analogous fashion to the biological system, the pro-
posed perceptual system attends to external stimuli through
its multi-modal sensory system as depicted in Fig. 1−R (right
hand side). As shown in Fig. 1−R and Fig. 2, each sen-
sor modality (vision, voice, etc.) undergoes its specific pre-
processing and feature extraction modules to generate a set
of feature vectors representing its domain-specific character-
istics. Each feature vector is then processed by its respective
Dedicated Processing Unit (DPU) which in turn contributes
to production of the intermediate outputs (IOs). TheDPUs are
the ‘‘engineered replica’’ of cell assemblies that are formed
by unimodal cortical neurons at unimodal association cortex.
There is consensus among neuroscientists that superior
colliculus neurons have a characteristic feature of integrat-
ing multi-modal sensory information. Even though there
is no established computational model for these neurons,
however there are reasonable models that bridge the gap
between the physiological and psychophysics interpretations
of multisensory integration information. We have adopted
temporal binding mechanisms, which use spiking neurons as
their core computational elements in the proposed perceptual
architecture as criteria of how multi-modal sensory informa-
tion are integrated at higher level. Therefore, the outputs of
DPUs (intermediate outputs) will be transformed into tempo-
ral spikes to be processed by the temporal binding system that
accommodates for one type of top-down influences (type 2).
Top-down influences are depicted as feedback projection
signals (type 1) and lateral connections (type 2) as shown
in Fig. 2. We will discuss the realization of top-down influ-
ences in details in the next section and demonstrate its impact
on the perceptual system in section IV. Once the intermediate
outputs are transformed into temporal spikes, they will be
introduced to temporal binding system. The generation of
temporal spikes is central in the operation of the algorithm.
We will describe the individual modules in the rest of this
section.
A. GENERATION OF FEATURE VECTORS
Humans perceive the world via their senses each of which
is heavily specialized through its distinctively hardwired cir-
cuitry to process sound and sight, etc. The perceptual system
is also equipped with distinct sensors (camera, RGB-D sen-
sors, microphones, etc.) to sense objects, people, or places.
The pattern recognition literature is abundant of techniques
and methods to process the raw unimodal sensory inputs and
there are established methodologies for generation of feature
vectors (feature extraction modules for vision and voice). The
use of each methodology, is of course, application dependent.
The key point is that each modality undergoes some prepro-
cessing followed by specialized transformation to extract its
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FIGURE 2. The architecture of the proposed human-oriented perceptual system for social robots.
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key features attributed to that specific modality (please refer
to section IV formore information). Fig. 1−R and Fig. 2 show
these modules respectively. The output from each feature
extractionmodule is fed to its respective dedicated processing
unit (DPU)which is analogous to unimodal association cortex
whereby neurons in each cell assembly respond to a dedicated
attribute of the attended stimulus. These feature vectors are
generated by extracting meaning from the streams of data that
are provided by different sensor modalities.
Since each feature vector is processed by its respective
DPU, the error due to model bias is alleviated. In addition,
using a set of feature vectors that represent the real-world
stimulus from different and independent aspects of measures
is expected to reduce the error variance. In other words,
the built-in or hardwired property of the perceptual system,
which is manifested by connecting each sensory modality
to its respective DPUs, accommodates for the reduction in
both types of error. As each DPU employs its own learning
algorithm that infers specific information from the feature
vectors, the error bias is reduced. On the other hand, integrat-
ing the outputs of these DPUs in a hierarchical manner using
either spatial, temporal, or hybrid spatial-temporal binding
mechanisms reduces the error variance.
B. DEDICATED PROCESSING UNITS (DPUs)
The information embedded in the data stream in each modal-
ity is decoded into its associated feature vectors which in
turn are fed to its corresponding processing unit. DPUs can
be considered as computational analogies of the cell assem-
blies in the biological system (Fig. 1−L). Machine learning
and artificial intelligence literature offer many computational
models for mimicking these cell assemblies. Multilayer feed-
forward neural networks, self-organized map, probabilistic
neural networks, Gaussian mixture model, Hopfield network,
Boltzmann machine, adaptive resonance network, support
vector machine, linear and non-linear classifiers are possi-
ble computational model candidates for DPUs. Selection of
an appropriate computational model is application and task
dependent. Along the same argument, other classifiers that
use various similarity and distance measures provide func-
tional plausible models as well. For example, Mahalanobis
distance considers the variance of each variable and covari-
ance between variables in a feature vector. In other words,
it provides a similarity measure that takes into account the
scale of the data. The choice of a particular computational
model is problem dependent.
The output of the DPUs are referred to as intermediate
outputs (IO) (Fig. 2). The time required to generate the inter-
mediate outputs depends on the type of the sensor modalities
and its specific processing route. This implies that some of
the processing units are faster and produce quicker interme-
diate outputs whereas others require longer time to generate
their corresponding outputs. The variation of the processing
time, that is required to produce the intermediate outputs,
initiates the feedback projection from higher layer to lower
layer in the hierarchical architecture which is essentially the
same process referred as top-down influences in cognitive
psychology (Fig. 2).
Another important contributing factor to the generation of
the intermediate outputs is the presence or absence of a sen-
sory modality. Consider the problem of person recognition;
humans use distinctive cues to recognize a person in a short
time and with high reliability. If the subject’s face features
are not clear due to occlusion, illumination, or distance;
humans may use other cues such as body features, voice,
or gait to identify the person [34]. The proposed framework
incorporates this feature by including a feedback connec-
tion that compares the reliability of the perception outcome
through an adaptive threshold. The perception process ter-
minates if the reliability of the outcome is equal or greater
than a preset threshold; otherwise it waits for more infor-
mation from other sensor modalities to refine the perception
process.
C. STIMULUS REPRESENTATION AND THE
BINDING MECHANISMS
One of the main characteristics of the proposed perceptual
system is that the classification of the real-world stimuli is
performed by extracting a limited set of feature vectors from
each modality in a parallel manner. Using a limited set of
feature vectors to represent the real-world stimuli is inspired
by the fact that human’s channel capacity of processing infor-
mation is limited as suggested in Miller’s seminal paper [35].
These feature vectors, which represent various attributes of a
real-world stimuli, are processed through separate processing
channels (pathways) by DPUs (cell assembly).
According to [36], humans use two different routes for
face recognition; configural and featural processing paths.
The configural route is ‘‘fast’’ and facilitated by low spatial
frequency and characterized as holistic, whereas the featural
route is ‘‘slow’’ and uses the information available in high
spatial frequency and characterized as accurate. In a parallel
fashion, the system (section IV), employs five feature vec-
tors to represent the attended subject. One feature vector is
extracted from voice modality and the rest are extracted from
visual modality. Vison-based feature vectors are purposely
selected to represent both configural and featural information,
respectively.
Humans use both routes through an integrated and dynamic
manner by exploiting the information that is available first
from the configural route to guide and direct the features route
in order to refine the information and finalize the perception
process. Though, these pathways operate in different time
scales. This property is realized in the proposed architecture
by means of top-down influences implemented as feedback
signal and lateral connections. Feedback signal can be used
for two functions: (1) they initiate the processing of appropri-
ate feature vectors that are suitable for the task at hand. This
function is depicted in Fig. 3 as a selection of specific feature
vector, which is highlighted in red color, to be processed by its
associated DPU; (2) they limit the scope of search for the best
candidates; that is once the output from the fastest pathway
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FIGURE 3. Dedicated processing units and top-down influence (type 1).
FIGURE 4. Lateral connection between spiking neurons (SN) in spiking
neural networks (SNN).
is available, it will be used to direct the outputs of other
routes by providing shortlisted candidate for the attended
stimulus.
The spatial information is processed by the specialized
DPUs and is transformed into temporal spikes that will be
fed to population of spiking neurons in order to bias top-
ranked spiking neurons to be the shortlisted candidates for
the attended stimulus. The function of lateral connection is to
force the competitive behavior among spiking neurons (SN)
in integrating the intermediate outputs of DPUs. As shown
in Fig. 4, each spiking neuron is connected laterally to all
other spiking neurons that receive input from the DPUs par-
ticipating in the mapping of the attended stimulus. Once the
membrane potential of one of these spiking neurons reaches
the threshold value, the rest of spiking neurons within the
circuit are reset to a resting potential value. This pattern of
lateral connection essentially mimics the effect of the top-
down influences and significantly reduces the computational
cost of the perceptual system.
D. INTEGRATION OF INFORMATION AND
FADING MEMORY
Maass et al. [11], [37], [38] proposed the so-called ‘‘generic
cortical microcircuits’’ to explain the neural computation at
the micro-level as a means of interpretation of the cognitive
processing in large-scale neural systems. The salient point is
that integration of information over time with fading memory
is a fundamental computational operation of these generic
cortical microcircuits. The concept of fading memory implies
that the influence of the input stimulus is present for a limited
time after which it would gradually fade away if it is not
rehearsed or refreshed. In addition to this property, thesemod-
els have universal approximation and separation properties
that make them excellent candidates for perceptual tasks such
classification, recognition, and localization.
The intermediate outputs (from DPUs) are available at dif-
ferent times (due to difference in duration of processing from
each modality). This is consistent with the temporal coding
of information in spiking neurons and can also be observed
in human’s visual perception [17], [39], [40]. Therefore,
the integration of these outputs over the time of perception
process and incorporation of the fading memory is practical
and compatible with biological interpretations. Here, we con-
sider two alternative methods to implement the temporal
integration with fading memory, both of them employ spiking
neurons as their core element. These two models are referred
to as temporal integration with fading memory via liquid state
machine and temporal integration with fading memory via
leaky integrate-and-fire neuron (LIF), respectively.
1) TEMPORAL INTEGRATION WITH FADING MEMORY
VIA LIQUID STATE MACHINE
The first method that can be used to implement the adopted
hypothesis is to use one of the two well-known computational
models of reservoir computing; liquid state machine or echo
state network. In this methodology, each intermediate out-
put (from DPUs) is converted to a segment of spike train
using one of the methods suggested in [41] and [42]. Then,
all of these segments are configured as one spike train that
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FIGURE 5. Implementing temporal integration with fading memory via liquid state machine.
is fed to a liquid state machine. The liquid state machine
is an excellent computational candidate that can be used to
classify each spike segment. In that sense, each input spike
segment represents one attribute of an attended stimulus and
the whole spike train represents the complete feature map
of that attended stimulus for any classification tasks such as
facial-expression recognition, person recognition, or object
recognition. The formation of the whole spike train considers
the times that the outputs from the DPUs (IOs) are available
in the shape of a stack memory. In other words, the first
available output is converted to segment of spike train and
will be considered as the base of the whole spike train. The
next available output from these DPUs will be converted to
segment of spike train in the same way and is attached to
the front of first segment, and so on. The process of con-
version from intermediate outputs into spike train is depicted
in Fig. 5. Since the formation of the whole spike train that
represents a real-world stimulus is performed as described
above, we adopted the weighted majority voting criterion
to finalize the outcome of the perception process such that
more weight is given to the recent available information
represented as the head segment in Fig. 5. This is compatible
with both criteria of encoding the output of DPUs and the
performance of liquid statemachine in recognizing each spike
segment in the whole spike train. The performance of the
liquid state machine in classifying the segments in the whole
spike train increases from tail segment (early available infor-
mation) towards head segment (recent available information)
as demonstrated in [37]. The capability of the liquid state
machine to classify the most recent available information
with higher performance than that of earlier information
fits our hypothesis of the importance of considering fading
memory property in integrating information over the percep-
tion time. Also, the recent available information or the last
available output from the DPUs is encoded as head segment
in our criterion that used to form the whole spike train as
shown in Fig. 5. This provides accurate information but slow
processing such as the case of information available in high
spatial frequency during face perception [43], [44].Moreover,
the most recent available information is derived in the light of
top-down influences (i.e., limiting the search scope looking
for best candidates of attended stimulus). Hence, most often,
this represents the most accurate information and refined
version for the best candidate of the attended stimulus. The
last output from DPUs (most recent available information)
that will be considered in forming the whole spike train is
highly affected by the natural perception time that allowed for
an attended task. We suggest that the allowed perception time
for an attended stimulus is affected by the specific scenario
of social human-robot interaction (HRI); i.e., the emotional of
the human and the type of sensor modalities that participate
in encoding the attended stimulus.
2) TEMPORAL INTEGRATION WITH FADING MEMORY VIA
LEAKY INTEGRATE-AND-FIRE NEURON
The second method of forcing temporal integration with
fading memory in integrating the information generated by
the DPUs is to use leaky integrate-and-fire neuron (LIF)
model. In this method, each output of the DPU is converted
into spike firing time that is inversely proportional to the
associated output score as shown in Fig. 6. In this conversion,
the high output score is equivalent to early firing time. Hence,
the neuron fired first represents the best candidate of the
attended stimulus. These spikes will be fed to LIF neurons by
means of pre-synaptic inputs at their prescribed firing times,
the membrane potential U of LIF neurons will increase due
to pre-synaptic inputs. Whenever the membrane potential U
of one of these neurons reaches a threshold V , the neuron
fires a spike and its potential is reset to a resting potential Ur .
During no activity period, i.e. no spikes at the pre-synaptic
neuron, the neuron will start leaking its potential U until
a resting potential Ur is reached. Therefore, these models
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FIGURE 6. Implementing temporal integration information with fading memory via LIF.
are also referred to as forgetful, but the term leaky is more
popular [45]. Since this neuron model does not fire a spike
until the threshold is reached, the threshold value controls the
allowed perception time for the attended task. In our model,
increasing the threshold value is corresponding to giving
more time for the neurons to integrate more information that
is available in sensormodalities through theDPUs’ pathways.
We suggest that the threshold value should be adjusted in
an adaptive manner to take into account the reliability of the
perception outcomes, the natural real-time response, and the
emotional state of the social robot.
These spiking neurons are connected to each other in
lateral way as shown in Fig. 4. The main purpose of this
connection is to rest the potential fields of all connected
neurons within the spiking neural network whenever one of
them reaches the threshold value and fire a spike. In other
words, introducing the lateral connection between the spiking
neurons, which are used to integrate the information over the
perception time, reduces the computational cost by means
of competitive behavior of the spiking neurons. As shown
in Fig. 2, the integration of intermediate outputs from dif-
ferent DPUs within the same modality is performed at early
stage in the hierarchical structure, while the integration of
the finalized outputs from different sensory modality path-
ways happened at later stage in same hierarchical structure.
We adopted this way of integrating the intermediate out-
puts because the time needed by each modality pathways to
finalize their outputs has different time scales [46]. In most
cases, the temporal window of integrating information from
different sensor modality pathways is wider than that of
integrating information from DPUs within the same sensor
modality. This implies that the information available at the
same time scale and from the same modality should be
integrated together before being aggregated to the next level
in the hierarchical structure in order to reinforce each other.
In some social HRI scenarios, the outputs from sensor modal-
ity pathways are available at different time scales such that
the effect generated from the output of one or more sensory
modality pathways are completely faded out before being
reinforced by the outputs of other sensory modality pathways
that participate in the perception process of the attended
stimulus. In this case, we adopted the linearly weighted sum
criterion for integrating the outputs of DPUs at the last stage
of the hierarchical architecture in addition to the temporal
binding that used for early stages. In many perceptual tasks,
the perception outcomes are produced by a single modality
pathway. For example, humans recognize individuals who
have odd features faster [47]. In this case, the most distinctive
feature, which is the odd feature, is processed through the
fastest path and its intermediate output is enough to drive the
membrane potential U of LIF neuron to its threshold value
and consequently fire a spike which means completion of the
perceptual process of the attended stimulus.
Remark: The reader should have already realized that the
multi-modals systems designed based on ‘‘fusion’’ are con-
ceptually and operationally different from the proposed archi-
tecture. The idea of fusion is to integrate the effect of several
modalities with a view that each modality by its own is not
able to contribute to a correct perception; as such the signals
are fused together to enhance the perception. The proposed
system is designed based on the idea of convergence zone
(as the term is used in neuroscience). This is further elabo-
rated in Fig. 1−R and Fig. 1−L. The modules ‘‘Conversion
of IOs to spiking networks’’ and ‘‘Temporal binding’’ are
analogous to ‘‘Multi-modal Association Cortex’’. As such,
the process is essentially different from fusion. One of the
attractive properties of such a system is that it does not require
all sensor modalities concurrently. The perception process is
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facilitated by any modality that is rich in information and first
becomes available.
E. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR GENERAL PURPOSE
HUMAN-ORIENTED PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM
In this section, we outline some design guidelines for the
proposed system:
1) A real-world stimulus is represented by a limited
set of features that are generated by different sensor
modalities and provide different types of information.
Adopting limited set of features to represent a real-
world stimulus is inspired by the fact that humans use
limited channel capacity of processing the data gener-
ated by the sensory system.
2) The set of features vectors that represents the attended
stimulus are then processed by DPU’s. These DPU’s
have dedicated architectures, use different learning
methods, and superior in extracting a specific type of
information available in these feature vectors.
3) The human-oriented perceptual system should be able
to finalize the decision making process in finite time
by efficient processing of the available information
according to specific HRI scenarios.
4) The final outcome of human-oriented perceptual
system is generated by integrating the outputs from
different DPUS at different levels, which are called
‘‘convergences zones’’, in a hierarchical manner.
5) The integration or binding of information criterion
should consider the following:
6) The importance of natural real-time response at human
rate for social robots that proposed to interact with
human in social settings.
7) Most often, a real-world stimulus is composed of a set
of features that vary in their relative salience on the
perception outcome and complement each other.
8) Humans interact with the real-world environment by
means of what information is available in the streams of
sensory systems (in some scenarios, sensor modalities
are not available simultaneously).
A pseudo-code representation of the proposed platform is
provided in Fig. 7 to facilitate the implementation of the pro-
posed system. It should be noted that processing of streams
of data from sensor modalities runs in parallel through inde-
pendent pathways.
We would also like to highlight the inherent difference
between the proposed perceptual system and the notion of
sensor fusion. The key feature of a sensor fusion system is
that the output of such systems requires the presence and
significance (contribution) of all the modalities at all times.
In many applications, it is very difficult to know a priori the
actual contribution of a particular sensor (modality). Also,
the presence of all sensory modalities at the same time is not
practical in social HRI scenarios. However, as discussed in
previous section, the proposed system is principally different
from sensor fusion.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In order to assess the performance of the perceptual sys-
tem, we configured it for the problem of person recogni-
tion (Fig. 8) on an in-house designed social robot. In this
section, we will present the implementation details as well
as experimental studies
A. SOCIAL ROBOT PLATFORM
Let us first go through the design of the social robot. The
base of the social robot is a Pioneer 3DX (P3-DX) − a
popular research mobile robot platform. The robot has a two-
wheel differential drive system with rear caster and 500-tick
encoder. The body and the base of the robot are made from
aluminum with dimension (51×38×22) with 19.5cm diame-
ter drive foam filled wheel, it can move at speed of 1.6 meter
per second on flat floor with capability of carrying pay-
load up to 23 kg. The Pioneer robot system is extensively
retrofitted. The height of the robot is extended to 150 cm
by mounting additional stand on the top of the robot’s base.
The additional stand is designed such that it does not block
other sensors required for navigation (i.e., SEEK Laser). The
system is equipped with a RGB-D sensor (Kinect sensor),
RGB camera (USB3 Flea3 machine vision camera), Direc-
tional microphone (Rode VideoMic Pro), SICK LMS-200
laser rangefinder, 16 sonar sensors are distributed around the
robot to provide a 360−degree coverage with read ranges
from 15cm to approximately 500 cm. The Kinect sensor
has a multi-array microphone distributed around it. The data
stream from this multi-array microphone can be used for
acoustic source localization and ambient noise suppression.
The social robot is also equipped with Lenovo W530 laptop
as on board PC to provide the required computational power.
The hardware may be augmented with additional modalities
such as olfactory or tactile sensors in future. However, for the
purpose of person recognition in social settings, the existing
sensors modalities are completely sufficient.
The social human-robot interaction is facilitated by voice
and an interactive 3D avatar capable of showing different
emotional states using facial morphing, body movement, and
voice. The virtual avatar character is displayed on a touch-
screen mounted on the top of the stand. We used the virtual
avatar system developed by Charamel Inc. The avatar system
is rendered in variety of characters (face, shape, gender) that
are selected by the nature of application and the tasks that
the social robot is expected to perform. Moreover, the avatar
system is augmented with a text-to-speech engine and lip
synchronization (vocalizer) features to facilitate a realistic
social human-robot interaction.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Fig. 8 shows the configuration of the architecture of the
perceptual system for the problem of person recognition
problem in social settings. The biometric information relat-
ing to a subject’s identity is represented as a set of fea-
ture vectors. These feature vectors may not be available
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FIGURE 7. Pseudo-code summarizing implementation steps of the proposed framework of developing human-oriented perceptual
system.
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FIGURE 8. The perceptual system configured for person recognition task in social settings.
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concurrently due to many reasons including sensors limi-
tations, occlusion, and variation in the processing time for
pre-processing and feature extraction process. The features
vectors that are used to represent the biometric features in
order to identify a subject in different settings and postures
are short-term spectral feature, facial texture-based feature
vector, facial geometry-based feature vector, anthropometric
feature vector, and body shape feature vector. Some of these
feature vectors are computationally expensive such as the
texture-based feature which is based on Gabor filter (for
vision modality) which uses convolution operator. Since this
kind of features need more time and available later in the
perception process, the information carried by this type of
features may not contribute to the final outcome when time-
critical response is required. In contrast, other feature vec-
tors such as anthropometric feature vector (RGB-D sensor),
which is based on Euclidian distance computed between pairs
of selected skeleton joints, needs less computational cost and
can be detected and extracted from longer distance compared
to other feature vectors. Hence, it is available early in the
perception process and consequently contributes to the person
recognition process. In order to generate the intermediate
outputs, these features vectors are processed by dedicated
processing units (DPU) as shown in Fig. 8. These DPUs
are application dependent. In this real-time implementation,
we adopted support vector machine (SVM), K-NN classi-
fiers that used various distance and similarity measures, and
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as computational model
candidates for DPUs. These computational models represent
generative (e.g. GMM) and discriminant (e.g. SVM) models
that estimate the distribution within each class and the bound-
ary between classes, respectively. In addition, the outputs
of the classifiers that use different similarity and distance
measures represent howmuch a test subject is close or similar
to each candidate in the gallery set from different measure
perspectives. Using various similarity and distance measures
in the classifier design reduce the error variance. On other
hand, adopting SVM and GMM that are superior in process-
ing such feature vectors lessen the error bias of the system.
Since the temporal binding via liquid state machine has been
already evaluated for classification tasks [48], the temporal
binding via LIF neuron was adopted in this implementation
(section III-C.2). The role of top-down influences, which is
one of the main subsystems of the perceptual system, in
reducing the computational cost, improve the recognition
rate, and facilitating real-time response of social HRI is high-
lighted in this paper. The top-down influence is implemented
in this paper by means of expectation which limits the scope
of search for the best candidate of the attended subject.
1) REGISTRATION OF THE SUBJECTS
Like humans that are introduced to each other in social
occasions, the social robot also needs to be ‘‘introduced’’ to
the people in its social circle. We refer to the introduction
phase as ‘‘registration’’. As there are nomulti-modal datasets,
we constructed a database for 79 subjects by combining
FIGURE 9. Pioneer 3DX reconfigured as social robot platform.
three well known datasets namely, TIDIGITS corpus [49],
FERET database [50], and RGB-D database [51]. Therefore,
a gallery set was constructed from the combined dataset and
the biometric data captured from 8 members of our research
laboratory. Thus, the number of subjects in the gallery set
increased to 87. However, the 8 members had to go through
the process of registration so that the robot obtains speech,
facial views, and body features for these individuals. The
gathered information is the same as those available in the
combined database. Six groups of data were collected using
Kinect sensor, Flea 3USB3 camera, and Rode shotgunmicro-
phone. Four of these groups of data, which represented depth
information of subjects in various scenarios, were collected
using Kinect sensor in an indoor environment. In the first
four groups (depth information), we required capturing from
each subject in the group the synchronized information of
1) skeleton joints, 2) body’s point cloud. The first group
of data was captured by recording each individual walking
slowly with frontal view and stretched arm. The second
group of data was obtained where a subject walking normally
without stretching his/her arm. The third group of data rep-
resents back view of each subject walking away from the
robot. The last group of data in depth information category
was a side view of each subject (90 degrees from sensor
view) walking normally. In all the four scenarios, the data
was captured by Kinect sensor where a subject was at least
2 meters away from the robot. The fifth group of data, which
represented frontal facial image of subjects, were collected
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FIGURE 10. The social robot platform detecting one QR posted on room’s
door.
using Flea3 USB3 camera where a subject is 2 meter away
from the camera. The last group of data represented speech
data of each individual pronouncing 77 digit sequences as in
TIDIGITS corpus. As shown in Fig. 10, the robot infers its
approximate location (room identification) by detecting and
decoding the QR code posted on room’s door. We adopted
ZXing (‘‘zebra crossing’’) which is an open-source multi-
format 1D/2D barcode image processing library implemented
in different programming languages. The nature of person
identification for social HRI imposes some requirements on
social robot; robot needs to respond in real-time fashion,
robot needs to identify a subject in different postures and
various lighting condition, the robot should infer the iden-
tity of a subject based on ‘‘incomplete’’ but what available
information. The combination of the depth sensor and RGB
camera is a plausible choice for the long-term person identi-
fication task that considered one of the primary requirements
of social HRI. Depth sensor information is not affected by
changing lighting conditions or by changing clothes which
is one of primary challenges in long-term person identifi-
cation. On the other hand, RGB camera provides important
information such as appearance-based features which carry
high discriminant power. Kinect sensor and Flea3 camera
work in a synergetic manner and provide information about
a subject in different scenarios related to the social HRI.
For example, the Kinect sensor is capable of detecting a
subject in range of 0.8 to 4.2 meters regardless of a sub-
ject’s posture. In our implementation, whenever a subject is
detected by Kinect sensor, his/her body’s point cloud and
skeleton joint are extracted and fed to the associated pre-
processing unit to generate anthropometric and body shape
feature vectors. Also, whenever a subject is close enough
to the camera so that his/her face is detected in one frame
of the camera video stream, a cropped facial image is fed
to the associated pre-processing unit to construct texture-
based and geometry-based facial feature vectors. However,
in some scenarios of the social HRI the information avail-
able in visual sensory streams is useless for the attended
task (person recognition). To accommodate these scenarios
where the information in visual sensory streams does not
carry discriminant information to recognize a subject such
as a subject’s skeleton is not detected by Kinect sensor due
to distance or substantial occlusion, or subject’s face is not
detected by Flea 3 camera due to distance or camera viewing
angle and head orientation, the system exploits the speech
data that available in auditory modality (i.e. Rode shotgun
microphone) to extract voiceprint and recognize a subject.
In the temporal binding via LIF neuron, the number of
spiking neuron participating in recognition process is amono-
tonically increasing function (function of number of subject
in gallery set). This number of neurons creates computa-
tional burden that cause difficulty to meet real-time response
requirements when the system is implemented on an average
personal computer with modest computational power. The
expectation solves this problem by grasping simple and dis-
tinctive cues from robot’s environment which in turn helps
robot to infer useful information about the environment such
as type of room, location of room, people probably work in
that room. This useful information reduces the computational
cost by two ways; the robot expects to meet specific group
with limited number of people which reduces the compu-
tational cost needed for the classifiers, also the number of
active spiking neurons needed to construct the binding circuit
is dramatically reduced. Hence, real-time response can be
achieved easily.
2) TOP-DOWN INFLUENCES
A distinctive feature of the system is the utilization of top-
down influences to significantly speed up the perception pro-
cess.We adopted quick response (QR) codes as a sensible and
straightforward solution to infer crucial information about the
environment. The cues fromQR supplies complementary fea-
tures to simplify the person recognition task. QR codes were
posted at different locations, in particular on the front door
of different research laboratories. Each QR is assigned with a
string to identify the associated laboratory and the individuals
who normally work therein. Once the QR codes are detected
and decoded by the robot’s vision system, the social robot gets
prior knowledge on the specific group of individuals expected
to be in that area. Hence the search space is dramatically
reduced leading to less computational burden as well as faster
perception speed.We used the open-source code to detect and
decode the QR codes in this implementation. Fig. 10 shows
the robot detecting and decoding one of QR codes that was
posted on the front door of our research laboratory. As the
robot passes by the door, the robot’s vision system detects
and decodes the posted QR code. The robot uses the decoded
information assigned to the QR code (containing important
cues about this particular environment), to provide prior
information about the group of people who normally work
in this place for the purpose of person recognition, thus the
search space (from all subjects in the gallery set) is reduced
to only few people.
Reducing the number of candidates in the gallery
set (search space) will alleviate the computation burden
of the system as less number of feature vectors need to
be generated. These feature vectors are further processed by
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FIGURE 11. One block of the SNN circuit that are used to construct the overall SNN.
their respective DPUs (GMM, SVM, and K-NN classifiers).
Their outputs (the intermediate outputs) are then integrated
via the spiking neural networks as shown in Fig. 11. As the
number of spiking neurons that will compete among each
other to represent the best candidate for the attended subject
is a function of the number of individuals in the gallery set,
the computation cost of the system is considerably reduced.
The number of spiking neurons to construct the spiking neural
network can be expressed as N=4×n, where N is the overall
number of spiking neurons, and n is the number of subjects
in gallery set. In this implementation, the top-down influ-
ence (QR codes) limits the number of spiking neurons par-
ticipating in the recognition of the subject by biasing group
of spiking neurons (the number of spiking neurons is reduced
from 384 neurons to 32 neurons). If the detected person is
not a member of the identified group, the system utilizes this
problem by checking the threshold value at the final stage
of multi-modal perceptual system. In a case where the final
output of the system does not satisfy the threshold value,
the systemwill expand the scope of the search by addingmore
individuals to the galley set. One of the key features of the
multi-modal perceptual system is that it is capable to finalize
the perceptual task using the available information within the
allowed time for the perception process. In order to finalize
the process within the specified time, the system processes the
data of multiple sensory modalities in parallel. For example,
as shown in Fig.11 when some biometric features such as face
information is not available due to occlusion, or limitation of
sensors, the system exploits other biometric features such as
speech, anthropometric, and body-shape information in order
to identify a person and responds within the desired time in
real-time fashion.
3) FEATURE EXTRACTION
The face-based training model was trained using geometry-
based and texture-based facial feature vectors. Six to eight
frontal facial images at different facial expressions and
different illuminations were employed as the facial gallery
set. The body-based training model was trained using
FIGURE 12. Selected skeleton joints and Euclidean distance among them;
a) Projection of skeleton joints on the three-dimensional body point
cloud, b) Euclidian distance of selected skeleton segments.
body-shape and anthropometric feature vectors. For each of
the four scenario described in section IV-C, three out of
five samples from depth information (i.e. skeleton joints,
body’s point cloud, and the estimated floor) were selected
for construction of the body gallery set. Four feature vectors
were extracted from each sample in the facial galley set and
body galley set. Two of them represent facial information
including facial geometry-based and texture-based feature
vectors. The rest of the feature vectors, namely the body
shape and anthropometric feature vectors represent the body
information of the attended subject. The facial geometry-
based feature vector consisted of combination of Euclidian
distances among selected facial points and facial feature
ratios, computed as shown in Table 1 (Appendix A). The
combination of Euclidian distances among selected skeleton
joints, shown in Fig. 12, is used to generate the anthropo-
metric feature vector as described in Table 2 (Appendix A).
The combination of geodesic distances among the projection
of selected skeleton joints on the three-dimensional body
point cloud were used to construct body shape feature vector.
First, skeleton joints are detected by Kinect sensor and then
projected on 3D body mesh generated from point cloud.
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A good approximation of the shortest path among
the projected skeleton joints are extracted by the fast-
marching algorithm, implemented using the Dijkstra algo-
rithm [36]. The complete list of geodesic distances that used
to construct the body shape feature vector are described
in Table 3 (Appendix A).
FIGURE 13. Selected facial points on a frontal facial image from FERET
database.
The facial texture-based feature vector is represented as a
set of multi-scale and multi-orientation Gabor filter coeffi-
cients extracted from the face image at facial points shown
in Fig. 13. Since the Gabor filter uses convolution integral,
which is computationally expensive, local facial texture pat-
terns at the facial points are extracted byGabor to speed up the
computation. The 2D Gabor filter can be expressed as in (1):
G(x, y, ξx , ξy, σx , σy, θ)
= 1√
piσxσy
e−
1
2 [(
R1
σx
)
2
+ (R2
σy
)
2
]ej(ξxx+ξyy) (1)
Where R1 = xcosθ + ysinθ and R2 = −xsinθ + ycosθ ,
ξx and ξy are spatial frequencies, σx and σy are the standard
deviation of an elliptical Gaussian along the x and y axes, and
θ represents the orientation.
Given an input image I , the response image of the Gabor
filter can be computed using the convolution operation
defined as in (2). We convolve the image I with every Gabor
filter kernel in the Gabor filter banks centered at the pixels
specified by the facial points.
z =
∑
x
∑
y
I (x, y)G
(
x ′ − x, y′ − y, ω, σ, r, θ) (2)
Where G
(
x ′ − x, y′ − y, ω, σ, r, θ) is Gabor filter kernel
centered at (x ′, y′). I (x, y) is the intensity value of the
image I at (x, y) location. The performance of the Gabor
filter response in the face recognition and classification tasks
is highly affected by the parameters used to construct the
Gabor Kernel bank. In this study, we adopted the Gabor
filter parameters suggested by [52]. The suggested parame-
ters are: 8 orientations, 6 frequencies with Gaussian width
(σx = σy = 1). The Gabor filter bank responses given in (2)
consist of real and imaginary parts that can be represented
as magnitudes and phases components. Since the magnitudes
vary slowly with the position of facial points on the face,
whereas the phases are very sensitive to them, we used only
the magnitudes of the Gabor filter responses to generate
the texture-based feature vector. Hence, we have 48 Gabor
coefficients for each facial point on the face.
The voice signature is extracted based on the short-
term spectral, specifically, the Mel-frequency cepstral coef-
ficients (MFCCs). MFCCs is plausible choice for real-time
speaker identification for many reasons: (1)MFCCs need low
computing power and require short utterance to be extracted,
and (2) MFCCs characterize a person’s vocal tract. Hence it
is text and language independent. Since a natural speech is
analog signal, it must be sampled and digitized in order to
be fed to feature extraction module. A natural speech signal
composed of various segments including; voiced, unvoiced,
silence, and other non-speech segments. In general, voiced
segments characterized as high energy and periodic signal.
In contrast, unvoiced segments have lower energy level and
non-periodic in nature. Voiced segments carry the informa-
tion that distinguishes voiceprint of one speaker from another;
hence these segments must be localized and segmented from
input speech signal first before feeding it to the feature
extraction module. Voice activity detector (VAD) has been
proposed by speech and speaker recognition researchers to
divide input audio signal into voiced, silence, and non-speech
segments. One of the readily used VAD approach in real-
time application is energy based approach which assume that
voiced segments have higher energy that other non-speech
segments. A VAD algorithm based on signal energy and
spectral centroid has been implemented in this study. The
result from VAD is pre-emphasized and then windowing by
applying hamming windows as in (3).
W (n)=0.54−0.46 ∗ cos
(
2pin
N − 1
)
, 0 ≤ n<N−1 (3)
The resultant time-domain signal is converted to frequency
domain by applying the well-known Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT). Finally, The MFCCs are obtained by applying
logarithmic compression and discrete cosine transform as
in (4). The discrete cosine transform converts log Mel spec-
trum into time domain.
Cn =
∑M
m
[
log S(m)
]
cos
[
pin
M
(
m− 1
2
)]
(4)
Where S (m) ,m = 1, 2 . . . .,M is output of an M-channel
filter-bank, n is the index of the cepstral coefficient. In this
study, we retained the 12 lowest Cn excluding 0th coefficient.
4) COMPUTATIONAL MODELS FOR DPUs
Each of the aforementioned feature vectors in section IV-D
is further processed by selected classification model that
heuristically proved to provide satisfactory performance with
such kind of feature vector. For facial geometric-based, body
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shape, and anthropometric feature vectors SVM with radial
basis function kernel is adopted as a DPU. Facial geometric-
based, body shape, and anthropometric feature vectors are
composed of limited number of features (i.e. low-dimensional
feature vector). It is sensible to adopt SVM with radial basis
function kernel as DPU for these feature vectors in order to
map them to high dimensional space and find a separating
hyperplane with the maximal margin. 5-fold cross-validation
method is used to find the best parameter for the kernel
function. The probability estimate output from SVM were
used to represent the IOs, the LIBSVM was adopted to train
SVM [53]. The texture-based feature vector is processed
by 7 − NN that uses L2norm, Mahalanobis distance, and
Cosine Similarity. It is worth to noting that these distance
and similarity measures are applied to each facial point and
then summed for each subject to measure the total closeness
and similarity of all facial points of the attended subject as
in (5) and (6). The Gaussian mixture model with universal
backgroundmodel (GMM-UBM)method is popular and con-
sidered as baseline to evaluate speaker recognition system.
Here, the GMM-UBM is adopted as DPU for voice-based
feature vector. We used 64-compnenent GMM to build the
UBM. Then, for each subject a speaker-dependent GMM
parameters is estimated by adapting the well-trained parame-
ters in the UBM to fit specific speaker model. Finally, the IOs
from this classifier is calculated using posteriori probability
of all observations in probe set against all speakers’ models
in gallery set.
Similarityia(J , J
′) =
∑N
k=1 akia′ki√∑N
k=1 a2ki
∑N
k=1 a
′2
ki
(5)
Similarityface =
∑L
i=1 Similarity
i
a(J , J
′) (6)
Where Similarityia
(
J , J ′
)
is the similarity between two jets,
J and J′ associated with ith facial points on the face of the sub-
ject, aki is the amplitude of kth Gabor coefficient at ith facial
points. N is the number of wavelet kernels. Similarityface
represents the total similarity between the two faces as the
sum of the similarities over all facial points as expressed
in (6). Equations (5) and (6) can be modified to express the
closeness of all facial points by replacing Cosine Similarity
with either L2norm or Mahalanobis distance.
5) INTEGRATION OF INFORMATION VIA LIF
The temporal binding is implemented through the leaky
integrate-and-fire neuron (LIF) model to manifest the inte-
gration of IOs generated from various classifier. One block of
the spiking neural network (SNN) that is used to perform the
integration process is shown in Fig. 11. The overall SNN that
is used to integrate the information from various biometric
modalities is constructed by laterally connecting n blocks
from this circuit where n represents number of subjects in
gallery sets. IOs generated based on the selected feature
vectors were converted into spike times and normalized to
range from zero to 150 ms prior to being fed to LIF neurons.
The dynamic of LIF neuron is governed by (7); for more
details about this model see section III-D.2. The integration
process is expressed as the total response of postsynaptic
potential due to different presynaptic inputs within-branch
and between-branch (7) to (9). Adopting Softmax to integrate
IOs generated from same feature vector as in (8) (within-
branch) reduces error variance by not exaggerating the effect
of one aspect of measure at the expense of other measures
in deriving the final outcome. On the other hand, weighted-
linear summation of IOs generated from different feature
vector as in (9) (between-branch) reduces error bias by means
of exploiting various attributes in deriving the final outcome.
τm
dVm
dt
= −(Vm−Vresting)+Rm · (Isyn(t)+Inoise
(7)
Syn_Integrate_WB =
∑K
i=1 Softmax(IOi) (8)
Syn_Integrate_BB =
∑K
i=1 αiIOi (9)
Where IOi represents the total input to the ith dendritic
branch, αi is the ith dendritic branch weight, K is the number
of dendritic branches.
The SNN was constructed by neural circuit (CSIM) sim-
ulator [38]. The parameters of LIF neurons were set as
follows. The weight synapses of neuron F, neuron V, and
neuron B were equal and set to 1500 × 10−9. The weight
synapses of neuron FVB was set as follows. The weight
synapse of dendritic branch one was set to 4500× 10−9 and
weight synapses of dendritic branch two and three were set to
3000 × 10−9 and 2000 × 10−9 respectively. Vthresh=0.15,
Vreset = −0.067,Vreseting = 0,Cm = 5 × 10−8,Vinit =
0.08,Rm = 1 × 10−6,Trefact = 0.0025, Inoise = 50 × 10−9,
Isys(t) represents the converted IOs as spike times. These input
spike times were set in the range from zero to 150 ms. This
selection is empirically derived and compatible with the natu-
ral perception time of human. As shown in Fig. 11, the spiking
neuros in SNN circuit were labeled with F, V, B, or FVB
to indicate that the tagged neuron integrate facial informa-
tion, body information, voice information, or all of them
respectively. The first neuron from the list of spiking neu-
rons labeled with FVB that fires a spike represents the best
candidate of the attended subject x from the gallery set. The
recognition rates can be calculated based on the firing time
of the three neurons (i.e. neuron F, neuron V, neuron B,
and neuron FB) which corresponds to calculating recognition
rate based on facial information, body information, voice
information, or all of them respectively. Neuron F may use
face geometry, face texture, or both of them to fire a spike.
The same applies to neuron B which may use body shape,
anthropometric, or both in order to drive its potential to
threshold and consequently evoke a spike. Neuron V receives
its input from one feature vector, hence it uses it to build up
its potential and fires a spike. The overall recognition rates
were calculated based on neuron FVB, which may use facial
information, body information, voice information, or all of
them. Cumulative match curves (CMCs) show the probability
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FIGURE 14. examples of scenarios that used to evaluate the perceptual system; a) face is not detectable due to distance, b) face
information is not available due to head angle relative to camera view.
that the correct match of classification is found in the N most
likely candidates, where N (the rank) is plotted on the
x-axis. The recognition result was averaged over ten runs,
the cumulative match curves (CMCs) were plotted for these
recognition results.
In the next section, we will assess the performance of the
of the multimodal social robot in different scenarios whereby
one or more modalities are not available.
C. EXPERIMENT 1
The system was evaluated in three scenarios; in the first two
scenarios, the subject’s facial information was absent due to
difficulty of detection of the face in RGB image but the body
information was available. Fig. 14-a depicts the first scenario
(scenario a) where the subject was 4 meters away from the
robot such that a small area of RGB image was reserved
to face and consequently the face was not detected by the
face detection algorithm. The second scenario (scenario b)
is shown in Fig. 14-b, where the subject’s face was extremely
angled relative to camera view and reasonably far from the
robot such that even a state-of-art face detection algorithm
fails to detect it. In both scenarios, the body information could
be detected and extracted from the data stream of the depth
sensor (Microsoft Kinect). The third scenario (scenario c),
the subject’s facial and body information were absent due to
substantial occlusion of the subject but the speech data could
be captured by the microphone.
To demonstrate the effect of using top-down influences
via expectations through QR code, we calculated the cumu-
lative match curve for aforementioned scenarios in two
cases; in the first case, the QR codes were not posted on
doors and the robot’s approximate location was not avail-
able while in the second case, the QR codes were posted
on doors and the robot inferred its approximate location by
identifying QR code. For each subject (eight individuals),
we performed ten trials for each scenario. Cumulative match
curves (CMCs) show the probability that the correct match
of classification is found in the N most likely candidates,
where N (the rank) is plotted on the x-axis. The recognition
result was averaged over ten runs, the cumulative match
curves (CMCs) were plotted for scenarios a, b, and c as shown
in Figs. 15-a, 15-b, and 15-c, respectively.
D. EXPERIMENT 2
The system was evaluated in various scenarios where
facial and body information were available but at different
times (i.e. biometric features were not available simultane-
ously). The biometric features were available at different
times due to the limited range of sensors including occlu-
sion of some biometric features due to human activities,
the processing time needed for feature extraction module was
variable and the biometric feature was dependent. In such sce-
narios, the person identification system may use all or some
of these biometric features to finalize the recognition pro-
cess. We designed two scenarios to replicate these situations:
in the first scenario, the subject approached the robot from
distance of 4 meters such that the body information was
available before the facial information Fig. 16-a. The second
scenario was designed to have facial information available
before the body information. Hence, the subject was sitting
on a chair close to the robot such that most of his skeleton
was not detectable by the Kinect sensor but when he stood
up, his skeleton become detectable as shown in Fig. 16-b.
Ten trials for each member in the research lab (eight indi-
viduals) was performed in both scenarios. Cumulative match
curves (CMCs) show the probability that the correct match
of classification is found in the N most likely candidates,
where N (the rank) is plotted on the x-axis. The recognition
result was averaged over ten runs, the cumulative match
curves (CMCs) were plotted for the two scenarios Fig. 17.
The system uses the threshold value as a compromise
between the reliability of the recognition outcome and real-
time response of the robot. Increasing the threshold value
corresponds to giving more time for the spiking neurons to
integrate more information encoded as spikes at their pre-
synaptic inputs. The more time is allowed for recognition
process; the more reliable outcome is achieved in recognition
process. Therefore, in experiment 2, the threshold value of
spiking neurons was increased to make sure both of facial and
body information will contribute to the recognition outcome.
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FIGURE 15. (a) CMC for scenario a. (b) CMC for scenario b. (c) CMC for scenario c.
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FIGURE 16. Examples of scenarios that used to evaluate the perceptual system; a) body information available before the face
information, b) face information is available first then body information become available.
FIGURE 17. CMC for scenarios a and b.
E. DISCUSSION
The experimental studies suggest that the perceptual system
recognizes a person in different social scenarios. The efficient
processing is manifested as 1) exploiting the pre-knowledge
and easy captured cues (i.e. QR code) about real-world envi-
ronment to limit the search scope of the attended perceptual
task and to emphasize the real-time fashion of social HRI,
2) using the outcome of processing a set of feature vectors,
which is easy to be processed and available early in per-
ception process (i.e. geometry-based feature vector), to bias
limited number of spiking neurons and consequently reduce
the computational cost, and 3) using various limited number
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TABLE 1. Facial geometry-based feature vector.
of feature vectors that possesses complementary information
to increase the reliability of the recognition rate. In some
scenarios of social interaction, not all the biometric modal-
ities of an attended subject are available as shown in exper-
iment 1. Nevertheless, the system overcomes this challenge
TABLE 2. Anthropometric feature vector.
by reducing the threshold value and exploiting the available
modality (body information) to derive the potential of one
neuron to the set threshold. Consequently, a spike is fired
and the recognition task is completed successfully. It can be
noted from Fig. 15-a and Fig. 15-b that the recognition rate
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TABLE 3. Body shape feature vector.
is degraded when a subject’s body is angled relative to the
camera view as in scenario b. This degradation in recognition
rate is due to the fact that the body shape and anthropometric
feature vector, which extracted from side view of a subject
in scenario b, contain lower discriminant level. In a case
when higher reliability is needed, but the current available
modality is not sufficient to drive the system to the required
threshold to finalize the identification process, the system
waits for more sensory information to be available and to
be combined with other modalities to satisfy the required
threshold (experiment 2). The results show that the system
achieves high recognition rate in real-time fashion despite
the fact that not all biometric modalities are concurrently
available.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a perceptual system inspired by the human
brain. It is a modest and crude attempt to reverse engi-
neering a neuroscience model of human perceptual system.
The proposed architecture and its sub-systems are explained
and viable computing models are introduced. The main con-
tributions can be summarized as: 1) Introducing a large-
scale end-to-end social robotic perceptual architecture as
depicted in Fig.2. The architecture is inspired by exploiting
the structure of multisensory information processing through
the hierarchical structure of sensory cortex and the interme-
diate representations of DPUs’ outputs, 2) suggesting a uni-
fied and functional plausible methodology for multisensory
information processing by integrating the outputs of DPUs
over the perception time using temporal binding with fading
memory, 3) presenting a top-down influence on multisensory
information processing, which is depicted in two types of
connections; the feedback projection from fast processing
routes to slower ones in order to refine the scope of search
for the best candidates and the lateral connection among spik-
ing neurons at different hierarchical stages, as a significant
factor in reducing the computational cost of the proposed
model and in limiting the search scope for stimulus candi-
date, 4). The key findings in neuroscience, psychology, and
psychophysics about human perceptual process and human
channel capacity of processing information are compiled and
reformed as design guidelines for general purpose human-
oriented perceptual system. The top-down influences feature,
which is essential feature of the multi-modal perceptual sys-
temwas implemented as a means of improving the perception
speed and hence facilitating social human-robot interaction.
We also investigated the effectiveness of using QR codes
as identification signs containing implicit knowledge about
the environment. The architecture was implemented on an
in-house designed social robots and we reported extensive
experimental studies.
APPENDIX
See Tables 1–3.
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